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Summary. In this work we propose and investigate a novel resear h topi

in Wire-

less Sensor Networks (WSNs): sensor deployment in order to maximize the interest
of the gathered information. The target areas are

hara terized by zones with dif-

ferent interest levels. We model the interest variable as an importan e fun tion
that assigns to ea h point a quantitative referen e. Due to the nature of WSNs,
the sensor deployment must guarantee that the information of all nodes
ertain
This

ontrol nodes or

sinks. Otherwise, the events

an rea h

aptured by the nodes are lost.

ondition is equivalent to ensuring the existen e of a

ommuni ation path from

every node to at least one of the sinks. We propose a global optimization model
that fullls all the

onditions in the model and solve it with a simulated annealing

algorithm that determines optimal node pla ement. Moreover, we also

hara terize

the ee ts of an aerial deployment, that is, the ee t of node pla ement ina

ura y

in network behavior and performan e. We have found that small pla ement variations may lead to strong u tuations in the quality of the

onne tivity properties of

the network topology, and thus to a signi ant performan e degradation in terms of
aptured interest.
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1 Introdu tion
The thriving re ent resear h on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is due to a
great extent to the potential benets for a broad range of appli ations. Surveillan e, environment monitoring and biologi al risks dete tion are among them
[1℄. So far, many aspe ts of WSN have re eived resear h attention, parti ularly
those related to networking issues and self-organization.
Besides, the quality of the sensing pro edure and data a quisition is
for the network to e iently perform its intended task, and has to be
ered at an early design stage. Sensing quality depends on the
network. In a wide sense, this issue

ru ial
onsid-

overage of the

omprises many aspe ts regarding dierent

properties of the network. In fa t, in sensor nodes, the term  overage may
refer to dierent

•

Wireless

on epts, for instan e,

overage is the area around a node were it

an ee tively

om-

muni ate.

•

Sensing

overage is the area around a node were it

an ee tively sense

some physi al magnitude.
The former is related to the

onne tivity properties of the network and

a variety of asso iated problems, being

onne tivity a

onstraint in most of

them, i.e. minimizing some parameter of interest as energy

onsumption. The

latter determines the quality of the sensed information in general, although
this re eives many interpretations, and opens another broad set resear h of
problems [2℄.
In this paper, we
dened in [5℄ as

onsider a parti ular

onstrained

lass of sensing

overage problems,

overage problems, that is, nding a deployment

onguration that maximizes the
while satisfying one or more

olle tive sensing

overage of the nodes,

onstraints. In this work there are two main

dieren es with previous works, yielding a more realisti

s enario:

1. Some zones in the target area are more interesting than others, unlike in
previous models, whi h assume an uniformly distributed interest a ross the
target area. In other words, we

onsider that some distribution fun tion of

the target area des ribes the probability of sensing ( apturing) an event
of interest.
2. We also
ina

onsider a network deployment stage that introdu es pla ement

ura ies, and how it ae ts the global sensing

apa ity of the network.

Martian exploration helps us illustrate our dis ussion. So far, Martian
probes and rovers have only been able to explore small areas. Whi h are
the interest areas in this

ontext? The best

han es of nding tra es of life

byprodu ts seem to be linked to the past presen e of water. Thus, a probe
should look in terrains whose

omposition and properties suggest su h pres-

en e.
Current spa e rafts are bulky be ause they must

arry engine fuel, power

supply systems for the high gain satellite link antennas, and so on. Wireless
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Fig. 1. Aerial sensor deployment over Mars surfa e (artist

on eption,

3

redit:

NASA/JPL)

Sensor Networks may be ome a feasible alternative to extend their monitoring
range, by deploying large quantities of sensors over the interest areas (see Fig.
1). The interest area is dened by the probability of o
of interest (in Fig. 2, the

urren e of some event

olors of the areas indi ate the probabilities of the

interest events). The question we fa e then is: how to spread the sensors over
those areas to maximize the probability of
is the sensing

apturing events of interest? This

overage goal, for a (possibly) non-uniform distribution of the

probability of events. In addition, sin e sensor nodes are limited devi es, they
must report the

aptured events to a spe ial node, the sink. In the Martian

exploration example, only the probe is able to set a long distan e satellite link.
Thus, the information must hop from sensor to sensor towards the probe.
Therefore, the lo ation of sensors must allow a global

ommuni ation with

the sink. If a node or a group of them are isolated, their events will be lost.
This leads us to a
is

onstrained

overage problem, sin e a

onne ted network

ompulsory.
Fig. 3 illustrates the problem. Every sensor has a sensing range (rs ) and a

ommuni ations range (rt ). The distan e between hops must be less than
and node lo ation should allow to
to

•

rs .

Now, two possibilities

an be

sr

apture as many events as possible subje t
onsidered to deploy the sensing nodes:

Deterministi : we assume that sink and sensor position

an be individual

and pre isely sele ted. The solution to the

overage problem

provides the set of node lo ations. If we

onstrained

onsider an air raft deployment,

it is unlikely that the nodes will pre isely fall in their sele ted optimal

4
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Fig. 2. NASA Opportunity Mars Rover image: MiniTES hematite measurements

taken by the thermal emission spe trometer superimposed on an image from the
panorami

amera. Credit: NASA/JPL

points, and thus the inuen e of a tual sensor positions on performan e
metri

•

must be studied.

Random: we assume that the position of the probe

an be pre isely se-

le ted, but the nodes are randomly spread around it (the probe itself
laun hes the nodes, whi h is

alled a ballisti

surfa e deployment). In this

ase, the problem is mu h harder. The results of the optimization problem should provide the parameters that aim the shots (like elevation and
speed).
In this work we fo us on the deterministi

ase. We introdu e a mathemat-

i al programming formulation where the obje tive fun tion seeks to maximize
the

olle tive interest, and the

work. The rest of this

onstraints ree t the need of a

onne ted net-

hapter is organized as follows: ba kground is dis ussed

in se tion 2. Se tion 3 provides a formal des ription of the problem, as well
as the parameters and variables involved. Se tion 4 des ribes the obje tive
fun tion of a global optimization approa h to the problem. Using it, se tion
5 presents results for two syntheti

s enarios: with large

onvex areas and

small non- onvex areas, respe tively. Then, se tion 6 studies the ee t of random variations in the position of the nodes, to
Finally, se tion 7 dis usses the main

hara terize aerial deployment.

on lusions of this paper.

2 Related work
As mentioned in the introdu tion WSN

overage refers to wireless and sensing

range. Con erning the rst, there is plenty of resear h on the inuen e of a
variety of parameters in the network. In parti ular, the transmission power
needed to guarantee

onne tivity is dis ussed in [8℄. Other aspe ts like energy

onsumption or node failures have also been

onsidered [9, 10℄. In addition,
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diverse proto ols that guarantee network

5

onne tivity when the nodes fail

or sleep have been proposed [11, 12℄. None of these works

onsider sensing

overage.
On the

ontrary, in [13℄ the relationship between sensing

ne tivity is dis ussed. The
is

K-

on ept of

K-

overed if every lo ation inside it is at least

shown that, if

rt ≥ 2rs ,

1- overage implies

work to dynami ally provide the required degree of
alled density

density

on-

overed by

K

nodes. It is

onne tivity. The authors further

propose a Coverage Conguration Proto ol (CCP), whi h
are

overage and

overage is also introdu ed: a region

ongures the net-

overage (these proto ols

ontrol proto ols. The work in [6℄ is similar, in luding a

ontrol proto ol that

onsiders energy

onsumption to maximize the

network lifetime.
In [7℄, the problem of a hieving

K-

overage while

onserving the maximum

energy is addressed. The authors nd the number of sensors that provides

K-

overage degree for grid and random deployments. In those ases, it is assumed
that all points have the same importan e within the area of interest. Interestingly, in our work we model the importan e of a point as a probability density
fun tion, and we nd the lo ations that maximize su h probability. Note that
we do not employ the

on ept of

K-

overage. In fa t, our optimization model

avoids overlapping of sensing areas. This approa h is useful for appli ations
requiring several sensor readings of an area, as in vehi le tra king. Moreover,
we introdu e the

on ept of K-survivability, that is, we obtain the optimal

lo ations that ensure

onne tivity in

ase of

K

sensor failures.

Regarding sensor deployment, referen e [5℄ provides a self-deployment
strategy for robots than move to optimal positions. The study in [14℄ is similar
to ours. In it, the authors dis uss the inherent un ertainty of sensor readings
and assign a probability to sensor dete tions. These probabilities help to model
terrain ee ts. The authors also des ribe an algorithm to pla e the sensors in
a grid in order to provide adequate
positions in a

overage. Instead, our algorithm sele ts

ontinuous spa e.

A similar problem re ently studied in WSN is optimal positioning of base
station (sink) [15℄. Extending network lifetime or in reasing responsiveness of
data delivery have been used as performan e metri s to obtain the optimal
base station positioning. Stati

and dynami

te hniques for positioning have

been proposed. This work diers in both goal (maximizing the probability of
apturing events) and domain of appli ation (we look for the optimal position
of a group of sensors, one of them being also a sink).
Finally, the issue of aerial sensor seeding has been

overed in [16℄. The algo-

rithms in that work do not look for sensor positions, but
of a ying robot to drop the sensors a
our proposal is

ontrol the movement

ording to a planned topology. Thus,

omplementary, in the sense that our results

an input for the seeding robot.

ould be used as

6
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#2

#3
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rt

Sensing Area

#1

Communication Area

Sink node
Sensor node

Fig. 3. Network deployment

3 S enario and problem des ription
In this se tion we des ribe our

onstrained

overage problem. As stated in

the introdu tion, we aim at sele ting the position of
area, by maximizing the probability of

N

sensors in a target

apturing events, or equivalently, by

maximizing the interest (or importan e) of the
us assume a Bi-dimensional target area. Let us

overed area. Hen eforth, let
hara terize our model by

dening the following parameters:

•

The interest of a position is dened by means of an importan e fun tion

α(x),

whi h maps ea h position

x

onto a value that is indi ative of its

importan e.

•
•

The total number of nodes (in luding sink nodes),

•

A sensing range

A transmission range

rt ,

N.

whi h is the maximum distan e for two sensor

transmitters to be mutually visible.

rs , whi

h determines the region where a sensor

an

olle t

measures.
The following

onsiderations also hold:

•
•
•
•

Sink nodes also have sensing

•

The topology of the s enario is known. More formally, all points
2
to a well dened ompa t set Z ⊂ IR .

apabilities, like

onventional ones.

For simpli ity, in ea h s enario there is a single sink node.
The sensing range is mu h lower than the transmission range (rs

<< rt ).

The importan e fun tion around a point x has small variations. Therefore,
α(x∗ ) ≃ α(x), if x is lose enough to x∗.

x

belong

δ(x1 , x2 ) = ||x1 − x2 ||2
∗
as the eu lidean distan e between points x1 and x2 . Let Si = {x ∈ Z :
∗
δ(x , xi ) < rs }, xi ∈ X denote the open ball of enter xi and radius rs . The
joint importan e aptured by the N nodes in positions (x1 , . . . , xN ) is given
Given any two points

by:

x1 , x2 ∈ Z

let us denote
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α=

Z

∀x∈S

being

S=

α(x)
[

7

(1)

Si

i=1...N
This

an be simplied if we

onsider that overlapping of sensing areas of

neighbor sensors is unlikely. Thus, we obtain:

α=

N Z
X
i=1

Let us simply denote

α(xi )

as

α(x)

(2)

∀x∈Si

αi .

A further simpli ation is possible. If,

3

in the sensing area of a sensor, the importan e fun tion has small variations ,
then equation (2)

an be rewritten as:

α=

N
X

πrs2 αi

(3)

i=1

In fa t, sin e

πrs2

is

onstant, the problem is equivalent to maximizing:

α̂ =

N
X

αi

(4)

i=1

That is, sele ting the points in the interest area where the event probability
is maximum, while satisfying that there exists at least one route from every
sensor to the sink, even in

ase of node failures.

The resulting problem has lo al minima, and the obje tive fun tion is not
ontinuous due to the inuen e of the terrain (irregularly shaped regions of interest, line-of-sight obsta les) and the aforementioned
in

onne tivity

onstraint

ase of errors. Therefore, it may be advisable to reformulate it as a global

optimization problem (by taking the
Then it

onstraints to the obje tive fun tion).

an be solved with proper heuristi s. This approa h is developed in

the next se tion.

4 Optimization model
Let us

onsider a syntheti

area

Z ∈ IR2

with regions of interest, like the one

sket hed in gure 5. Clearly, in large/ omplex s enarios manual pla ement is

3

Let us remark that this does not imply that the importan e fun tion is uniform

in the entire monitored area, but that the probability is

lo ally uniform (around the

node), whi h is reasonable if the physi al magnitude to be sensed is

ontinuous.

8
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not possible, spe ially when only a small number of sensors is available. Thus,
we are interested in proposing a pra ti al optimization model that approximates the solution of the problem we formulated in se tion 3.
As stated in the previous se tion, we want to deploy

X = (x1 , . . . , xN ), xi ∈ Z . Let αi be the
xi . Additionally, let β be a penalty on sensor

N

sensors in a set

of lo ations

given importan e of

lo ation

overage overlapping.

We dene the following quality fun tions:

•

•

fmin (X) : IR2N → IR, fmin ((X \ {xi }) ∪ {xi + d}) = min(δ(xi + d, xj )),
xi , xj ∈ X , ∀i 6= j . It measures the minimum separation between a given
2
sensor whose position is shifted d units in IR and all the others, and
TN
PN
2N
fs (X) : IR
→ IR, fs (X) =
i=1 αi · area(Si ) − β · area i=1 Si . It
represents the joint importan e of the measurements of the sensors, and
penalizes

overage overlapping.

Our obje tive fun tion is:

K

f (X) =
where

C



γ · fmin (X) + fs (X) if X is K -survivable
C
otherwise,

is a suitable

simultaneous failure of
the transmission

K

X is said to be K -survivable if, for any
X , every surviving sensor in xi lies within
another surviving sensor xj (δ(xi , xj ) ≤ rt ) at

onstant. Set
sensors in

overage of

least, and every surviving sensor must

ommuni ate with a sink, either di-

re tly (single hop) or indire tly (multiple hops). It is assumed that at least
one lo ation in

X

with guaranteed survivability

orresponds to a sink.

We dene the sensor pla ement optimization problem as:

maximize f K (X)
X
subject to : {x1 , . . . , xN } ∈ Z,
whi h satises the following

(5)

onditions:

A1. It is a box- onstrained global optimization problem.
K
2N
→ IR is upper bounded.
A2. f (X) : IR
′
A3. f (X) has dire tional derivatives f (X, di ) everywhere dened along the
2N
anoni al dire tions and their opposite (whi h positively span R
), and

η>0⇒



f ′ (X, ηdi ) = ηf ′ (X, di ),
f (X + ηdi ) = f (X) + ηf ′ (X, di ) + o(η)

(6)

Consequently, it is possible to apply the derivative-free method in [17℄,
K
onverges to a stationary point of f (X) regarding the dire tions given

whi h

by the

anoni al base and its opposite. Alternatively, it is possible to approx-

imate the solution with heuristi s su h as neighborhood sear h or simulated
annealing. We have

hosen the latter for the preliminary tests in this paper.

An analyti al approa h to the optimal deployment of WSN

(a) Convex topology

9

(b) Non- onvex topology

Fig. 4. S enarios in the numeri al test

5 Numeri al tests
We generated two syntheti s enarios:  onvex/large regions and non- onvex/
small regions to test the performan e of the optimization algorithm in the
previous se tion. Figure 4 illustrates them. In order to assign importan e levover ea h s enario with a 640×480 units bitmap. Ea h bit has a weight

els, we

from 0 (minimum interest) to 255 (maximum). Figure 4 represents it with a
olor s ale (light→low interest, dark→high). To determine the importan e of
a sensor pla ement, we read the weight of the surrounding pixels. In the s enarios we spread

N = 30 sensors with
rt = 60 units.

a

overage radius of

rs = 10

units and

a transmission range of

enter of the s enario xc , in order
K -survivable set X . In order to speed up
ompute fs (Xn ) exa tly, but approximate it as

The initial lo ation of all sensors is the
to guarantee that we depart from a
the

al ulations up we do not

follows:
a) Set
b) for
i)
ii)

fs (Xn ) = 0.0
i = 1, . . . , N
fs (Xn ) = fs (Xn ) + αi Si
for j = i + 1, . . . , N
2
2
if δ(xi , xj ) < 2rs fs (Xn ) = fs (Xn ) − (4rs − δ(xi , xj ) )

The set

K

Xn

is

lo ations from

K -survivable if every
Xn is 0-survivable. To

subset that results from extra ting
he k

K -survivability

we pro eed as

follows:
We dene three tables, original,

urrent and next. It is assumed that sinks

always survive. We assign all surviving nodes (simply nodes, hereafter) but
the sinks to original. We assign all the sinks to
nodes that fall within the

urrent. Then we move all the

overage of a sink to next.

10
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At that point, every node with dire t
to next. The nodes in original may

ommuni ation with a sink belongs

ommuni ate with the nodes in

urrent

through some nodes in next.
As a last step, we delete all the nodes in
to

urrent, move the nodes in next

urrent and repeat the entire pro ess until original is empty (the set is

survivable) or it is impossible to move any node from original to next (the set
is not survivable).
We are now ready to dene our simulated annealing algorithm:

Simulated annealing algorithm:
Initialization: T = T0 , i = 0.
While T > 0:
a)

Set

xi = xc , i = 1, . . . , N .

i = i + 1. If i > N , i = 1 and T = T − △T .
v ∈ IR2 be a random dire tion su h that ||v|| = 1. Set d = T · rt · v .
If xi + d ∈
/ Z or X ∗ = X − {xi } + {xi + d} is not K -survivable, goto a).
K
∗
K
If f (X ) > f (X), p = 1 − 0.5T . Otherwise, p = 0.5T .
∗
If rand() < p, X = X .

b) Let
)
d)
e)

Constant

C

is impli it, in the sense that it is a lower bound for

f K (X)

that

prevents from updating the set of lo ations. The other settings in our tests
−4
. Note the importan e of parameter γ in the
were T0 = 1 and △T = 10
K
denition of f (X). A small value makes di ult the olonization of new
regions of interest, sin e the nodes try to sti k together as far as the value
of

fs (X)

is large. A large value tends to disperse the nodes regardless of the

importan e of the regions they measure. Therefore, it is ne essary to tune this
parameter. We started from

γ = 0 and kept in

reasing it in 0.1 steps until the

nodes began to ignore the regions of interest.
Figures 5 to 8 show our results for
indi ate the value of
in 0.1 steps. We

γ

K = 0

and

K = 1. In ea h ase we
γ = 0 and in reased it

after tuning it (we started with

hose the largest value that produ ed a non-degenerate

ase,

whi h we identied visually). Elapsed times on a Pentium IV were under 10
se onds for

K = 0

and less than 50 se onds for

observe that setting

K = 1

K = 1.

It is interesting to

produ es alternative paths, but the algorithm

tends to use as few nodes as possible to

reate bridges between regions of

interest.

6 Chara terization of aerial deployment
To

omplement the results in the previous se tions, we also model the impa t

of the ina

ura ies of aerial deployment. We approximate them as random

hanges that determine the nal position of nodes. Their ee t is twofold.
First, the

aptured importan e may be lower in the real positions. Se ond, and

An analyti al approa h to the optimal deployment of WSN

Optimal topology
Sink
Transmision area
Sensing area

Fig. 5. Convex/large regions s enario,

K = 0, γ = 1.0

Optimal topology
Sink
Transmision area
Sensing area

Fig. 6. Non- onvex/small regions s enario,

K = 0, γ = 1.1
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Optimal topology
Sink
Transmision area
Sensing area

Fig. 7. Convex/large regions s enario,

K = 1, γ = 0.5

Optimal topology
Sink
Transmission area
Sensing area

Fig. 8. Non- onvex/small regions s enario,

K = 1, γ = 1.1

An analyti al approa h to the optimal deployment of WSN

more important, the network

an be split due to

13

ommuni ation disruptions.

Therefore, the information from some node bran hes may not rea h the sinks.
Certainly, these ee ts grow with the varian e of the positions. Thus, we are
interested in

hara terizing information loss as a fun tion of that varian e.
1
2
Spe i ally, the initially sele ted position x = (x , x ) of a node is altered
1
2
by a random variable (X , X ). Thus, the nal position of the node is x̂ =
(x1 + X 1 , x2 + X 2 ). Additionally, let us assume that the modi ations of
position of dierent nodes are independent.
1
2
Chara terizing the random variable (X , X ) is a

omplex task, sin e it

must model many fa tors (for instan e, density of atmospheri

layers, wind,

height of the laun hing position, et .). For simpli ity, in this se tion we will
1
2
assume that (X , X ) is a normal bivariate distribution of null mean, null
1
2
orrelation oe ient (that is, X and X are independent) and known vari2
an e (σ ). Therefore, σ ontrols the dispersion of the a tual pla ement from
the solution of the global optimization problem.

Optimal topology
Non optimal topology
Sink
Transmission area
Sensing area

Fig. 9. Convex/large regions s enario,

K = 1,

aerial deployment

Figures 9 and 10 show the ee t of aerial deployments on the s enarios
of the previous se tion. Optimal pla ements are marked as dots, while a tual
ones are marked as asterisks. In this rst example the network is

onne ted,

and the variation in information loss is minimal and is ex lusively due to
the misalignment from the optimal pla ements. Indeed, gure 11 shows an
un onne ted network, where the isolated nodes are highlighted. A onsiderable
amount of information is lost (from the isolated bran hes).
We have also evaluated the ee t of

σ in the

aptured importan e (α). The

following experiment was performed numeri ally: Starting with the optimal

14
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Optimal topology
Non optimal topology
Sink
Transmission area
Sensing area

Fig. 10. Non- onvex/small regions s enario,

K = 1,

aerial deployment

Optimal topology
Non optimal topology
Sink
Transmission area
Sensing area

Fig. 11. Convex/large regions s enario,

network

K = 0,

aerial deployment, un onne ted

An analyti al approa h to the optimal deployment of WSN
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1
Convex/large regions scenario k=0
Convex/large regions scenario k=1
0.9

Probability of connected topology

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

0

0.5

1

1.5
standard deviation

2

Fig. 12. Convex/large regions s enario, probability of

2.5

onne ted topology versus

σ

onguration, the position of ea h node is displa ed along both horizontal and

N (0, σ). This
α̂(X) value (see se

verti al axis by two independent normal variables

omputation

is

tion 3), and

ondu ted to obtain statisti s of the mean

the probability that the deployment yields an un onne ted network. If the new
network is

onne ted (that is, there is a path from every node to the sink) the

importan e fun tion

α̂(X) is

omputed, and that sample is added to the mean

al ulation. Otherwise, it is assumed that

α̂(X) = 0,

and the probability of

obtaining an un onne ted network is updated. This pro ess was performed
until the statisti s had a quality of 0.95 or better with a relative toleran e of
0.05.
Figures 12 and 13 show the probability that the network is
for the

onvex and non- onvex s enarios, respe tively. As it

this probability suddenly drops even for low values of

σ.

onne ted

an be observed,
Therefore, aerial

deployments may produ e split networks, and it may be useless to take the
optimal

onguration as a referen e. This ee t is

onsequen e of the bridges

between information islands, as shown in gure 11. The obje tive fun tion
tends to separate nodes to the maximal distan e in zones without importan e.
This is logi al, sin e a small number of nodes are available, and they must be
used to

over the area of interest. However, in the

ase of aerial deployments,

there is a high probability that the network will be ome un onne ted at those
bridges.
Besides, gures 14 and 15 show
the optimal set of lo ations and
importan e

aptured

X

α̂(X)/α̂(X ∗ ) as

a fun tion of

σ,

being

X∗

the suboptimal set. That is, the relative

ompared against the optimal one. In fa t, note that

sele ting σ = 0 is equivalent to the optimal onguration in se tion 5, i.e.
X = X ∗ . These urves measure both the ee t of ina ura ies in the position
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Fig. 13. Non- onvex/small regions s enario, probability of
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Fig. 14. Convex/large regions s enario,

α̂(X)/α̂(X ∗ ) in

2

2.5

onne ted topologies versus

σ
of the nodes and the impa t of spreading un onne ted topologies. As expe ted,
the latter ee t rules, produ ing a fast de reasing of the
as

σ

aptured information

in reases.

We
s enario

an

on lude that the obje tive fun tion must be redesigned if the

ontains several separated interest areas to

ployment issue, while still maximizing

ope with the aerial de-

aptured importan e.
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Fig. 15. Non- onvex/small regions s enario,

versus
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in

onne ted topologies

σ

7 Con lusions and future work
In this work we have developed mathemati al programming tools that allow
us to sele t the best pla ement for a set of nodes in an area of interest. In the
formulation of the optimization problem we have modeled the main hara teristi s of WSNs and some realisti

assumptions: the interest is non-uniformly

spread over the monitored area, and the network must be
provide

onne ted, i.e. must

ommuni ation paths from every node to at least one of the sinks. The

optimal pla ement is then obtained by means of a simulated annealing algorithm. In addition, we have studied the ee t of random variations in the
position of the nodes (illustrating an aerial deployment). We have dis overed
that, albeit it nds optimal pla ements, our formulation for the optimization
problem tends to establish large hop bridges between highly interesting areas.
Therefore, small variations in nodes positions may lead to network dis onne tion, preventing information from isolated nodes to rea h the sinks.
Our future work will be oriented towards formulating new optimization
pro edures that will

onsider more realisti ally the ina

ments. Indeed, we intend to develop spe i

ura y of real pla e-

solutions for the random pla e-

ment problem des ribed in the introdu tion.
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